
JOB VACANCIES

ü Participate in determining the solvency of regulated entities;

ü Represent IPEC in collaborative arrangements with institutions like PAAB and ACCA and other regional/international 

organisations.

The ideal candidate should have the following qualications and experience:

ü Strong knowledge of object-oriented programming techniques;

Applications are invited from suitably qualied and experienced persons to ll the following positions which have arisen within the Insurance 
and Pensions Commission.

ü An investigative nancial analysis skills;

ü A thorough appreciation of IFRS standards; and

ü Procient in accounting software;

TECHNICAL MANAGER    	 LOCATION:  HARARE

Qualications and Expérience

ü Degree in Computer Science, information systems or equivalent;

ü Analyse the valuation of private equity within the industry;

ü Analyse regulated entities' nancial statements and produce quarterly and annual reports as well as make recommendations 

to the Commission following assessment of the same;

ü Provide guidance on the valuation of different asset classes in which insurers and pension funds are invested;

ü Minimum 5 years post qualication experience in a managerial role in the commercial sector.

ü A degree in Accounting from a reputable tertiary institution;

Duties and Responsibilities include:

ü Gather and analyse user requirements and develop specications;

ü Identify bottlenecks and bugs, and devise solutions to mitigate and address these issues; and

ü Develop software and system support documentation and procedures according to Rust-Oleum standards

ü Minimum of 2 years of ABAP and SAP UI5 Fiori experience;

ü Transform business function requirements into technical program specs to code, test and debug programs;

ü SAP ABAP Certication is a distinct advantage;

ü Take a leading role in the development of regulatory guidance on the application of IFRS standards by insurers and pension 

funds;

ü Monitor the nancial performance of regulated entities; and

Qualications and Experience

ü Provide expert advice on corporate transactions taking place in the industry including mergers, acquisitions and business 

restructuring;

SAP ABAP DEVELOPER 	 LOCATION:  HARARE

ü Design, develop and code for SAP S/4 HANA modules and functions using ABAP programming language;

Duties and Responsibilities include:

ü Knowledge of Reports/Forms/BAPI/RFC/IDOCs/Web Dynpro/SAP BRF is an added advantage;

ü Working understanding of the following modules FICO, HR, RM, CRM and MM.

Duties and Responsibilities include

LEGAL OFFICER    	 	 LOCATION:  HARARE

ü Drafting and reviewing contracts, legislation, Statutory Instruments, Directives, and Circulars;

ü Providing legal opinions on legal issues affecting the Commission;

ü Managing legal and litigation processes in liaison with external lawyers; and

ü Assisting with Company Secretarial and compliance duties.

ü Hands-on experience in software development process (i.e. Agile, Waterfall or Iterative); and

ü Excellent Drafting skills

ü A Law Honours degree from a reputable institution

ü Advise the Commission on regulatory compliance matters in accordance with the applicable legislation, set standards and 

international best practice;

Required skills and attributes

ü Registered with the Law Society of Zimbabwe

ü A Certicate in legislative drafting is a distinct advantage 

ü At least 5 years' post qualication relevant experience, preferably from the public sector

ü Represent the Commission at local, regional and international workshops, conferences and seminars;

ü An appreciation of insurance and pensions matters as well as corporate governance issues; and

Qualications and experience

ü An appreciation of company secretarial and compliance duties.

ü Ability to maintain utmost condentiality

IPEC is an equal opportunity employer. Interested persons should submit their written applications together with a detailed CV and certied 
copies of academic and professional qualications by not later than Friday, 11 June 2021 to: 


